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Service Summary

WE SAVE YOU TIME BY FINDING THE BEST FARMERS TO OWN YOUR FARM WITH
Whether you are investing into a farm for the first time or finding your next we know profitability is just as much about the people as it is the land.
To find the best farmers to run your farm, and to ensure your farm is profitable, the farmers need to have some form of ownership.
We have met thousands of top-quality farmers who are farm employees and their passion is to own a farm. This is why we started Cultivate Farms. To
match the best next generation, highly qualified and passionate aspiring farmers with investors to own and operate a farm together. In this way we can
meet the needs of both parties who want to own a farm and bring diﬀerent skills and assets to the farm to ensure success.
We save you time in finding the very best farmer to co-own your farm. We have these farmers on our system and we can search the whole country to
find them and bring them to you.
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What Cultivate Farms does

FOCUSED ON RELATIONSHIPS
We know how hard it is for a young family to find the capital required to own and operate their own farm - so we started Cultivate Farms. We want to
rejuvenate regional Australia by putting farming back up the top of the career list for anyone.
We match investors with the best next generation farmers to own and operate a farm together.
Once matched, we leave it with both parties to work out the details of the transition with the support of trusted advisors.
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Connecting
People
for Growth

Mission: Breaking down barriers to
cultivate healthy farming.
Vision:

Rejuvenated farming
communities that nourish
Australia.

© 2018 Cultivate Farms. All rights reserved.

© 2018 Cultivate Farms. All rights reserved.

Solutions
Cultivate Farms is focused
on creating solutions for
everyone connected with
farming and food (so…
everyone). This often means
taking pioneering steps to
solve problems in new ways.
We focus on finding
positive and inspiring
solutions based on
knowledge, insight, integrity
and commitment to the
cause. Cultivate Farms’
solutions mindset will open
up possibilities for farmers,
nature and our world.

Connection
We believe that
relationships that stand
the test of time are built
on shared values, beliefs
and aspirations. Bringing
the right people together
and connecting them for
a positive future requires
skill and empathy. We
connect people to each
other, and to the earth, in
order to nourish the
world.

Ownership
Commitment requires
ownership of the process,
product and outcome.
Cultivate Farms puts the
ownership of farming
back
in the hands of the people
who care about it most
(farmers). Only by giving
people ownership can
they enjoy the
responsibility
over their lives, future,
community and nature.

Cultivation
The world is rich in
potential; human,
animals, plants and soil.
To unlock and multiply
this potential we must
invest in people,
communities, the
economy and nature.
Through careful and
focused nurturing of
these elements we will
rejuvenate the world and
bring out the best it
has to offer.

Articles about us.
Domain | he business helping farmers when they need it most
ABC Country Hour (1 hour interview)
The Land | Digital start-up targets want-to-be farmers, land owners and investors
ABC | Farmers want a farm: Turning the dream of a life on the land to reality can be tough
Weekly Times | Agriculture’s future: Matchmaker guides best and brightest into farming
Border Mail | We’re the tinder for farming
The West Australian | Farm succession service match made in heaven
Awards
AMP Tomorrow Maker Award
Lightbulb Moments | Regional Australia Institute | 2017 Winners
Meat and Livestock Australia | Producer Innovation Fast Track Recipient
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Your co-farmer is out there.

Is it realistic to co-own a farm with the farmer? Are there farmers who
are good enough who you would trust your farm with?
Every farm opportunity different. Not all are equally marketable,
profitable or might meet your needs.
However, the opportunity that you can provide through your farm
investment will uncover high quality applicants who simply don’t have
the access to capital to purchase land. Their limitation is opportunity
and you can take your pick from hundreds across the country to find
the one that suits you.
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Cultivate Farms has a large and growing network of top quality next
generation farming families who are eager to live their farming dreams
(www.cultivatefarms.com/aspiringfarmer). They are looking for
opportunities to realise their full potential on a farm that they co-own
with you.
We know, and have demonstrated, that there are aspiring farmers out
there eager to find the right opportunity, learn from an experienced
farmer, and willing to put in what it takes to realise their farming
dream. Your farm and the sharing of your knowledge can energise
that dream. Your legacy can be what you offer to a farmer who is the
right fit for you. The reward can far exceed the effort.
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What does co-ownership mean?

There are many ways this ownership could be shared. Our focus first
and foremost is to find the best matched farmer. Farmers and
investors should continue to get advice for appropriate experts in
working through the specifics of ownership transition.

Find more details here

There are several options available for young farmers to manage land
assets owned by others to build a sustainable farm business. They
are:
• Leasing
• Share farming
• Lease to buy options
• Vendor finance
• Collaborative farming
• Joint venture/equity partnerships

FARM INVESTOR SERVICE OFFERING | CULTIVATE FARMS
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Case Study 1 | Freeland Pork

ALCHERRA: PUTTING THE POWER INTO THE HANDS OF THE BEST NEXT GEN FARMERS
Freeland Pork (Domain article)
Aspiring farmers backed by investors
to co-own a farm together.
100 acre free range pig farm Kyabram
Victoria - Freeland Pork Instagram
Transitioning ownership to a next
generation farmer over time

Pitch your farm
In December 2017, 13 aspiring farmers pitched their dream
environmentally friendly farm investment opportunity to an investor.
Every pitch was reviewed by Odonata and investors and the best
farm investment opportunity was selected - Claire and Marc Coates
farming operation called Freeland Pork.

Finding more farmers
The investor enjoyed the process so much that they are
eager to complete this process many times. They were
impressed with the quality and variety of proposals and
it solved a problem for them; they have investment but
lack time to find the farms and farmers.

Due diligence
Over the next few months, due diligence was completed on Freeland
Pork and the investor met with the aspiring farmers a number of
times. Both parties connected and they developed a joint vision for
the farming operation. Legal arrangements were entered into and a
plan for 50/50 ownership of the land and business was developed
and they were farming on 5 June 2018. Cultivate Farms provide
ongoing farm advisory, relationship support and marketing advice.

We expect that this process will uncover more
investors who will follow the lead of this investor and
also invest in the best farmers and their farm ownership
opportunity.

CMA BIODIVERSITY IMPACT INVESTMENT PROJECT | SEPTEMBER 2018
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Case Study 2 | Judy and Charlie Hocking.

Judy and Charlie Hocking
(Podcast inerview)
3,500 acres central Victoria
Transitioning ownership to a next
generation farmer over time

Handing on to the next generation
Judy and Charlie Hocking own 4,500 acres north of Bendigo and
have been eager to hand their farm onto the next generation.
Their kids aren’t interested and their previous employee left
without much warning. They came to Cultivate Farms to find a
top next gen farmer they could work with, mentor and allow
them to earn their way into ownership.
Matching.
After discussions with the Cultivate Farms team a public
campaign was initiated to find the aspiring farmer. Within a
month they had found a farmer they were completely
comfortable partnering with and now they are working through
an ownership transition model that will see the aspiring farming
couple earn their way into the farm over the next 20 years.

CMA BIODIVERSITY IMPACT INVESTMENT PROJECT | SEPTEMBER 2018

More looking to step back.
Match making is the core of Cultivate Farms operation. By
connecting like minded people we can transition land from one
generation to the next and ensure it benefits both parties, the
community and the land.
We are continuing to find retirement aged farmers who are looking
to step back, but not off the farm. They want to transition
ownership and their only limitation is finding the right farmers.
Through this model Cultivate Farms are confident that can
rejuvenate regional communities and our landscape health.
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Case studies.
3.

4.

5.

Option to buy after trial period

First option to buy the land

Business-only buy out

Andy will work for Sam as an
employee for eight to 12 months to
see if they work well together. Andy
will then be the general manager of
Sam’s farm for three years when he
will have the option to buy the farm for
80 percent of its fair market value at
the time of sale.

Placing a value on the life estate that was
agreeable to both parties took four years,
but in 2009 they were able to make a
modification on the Deed of Trust,

A share of the crop revenue and buy-in
by the aspiring farmers into the
business.

ASPIRING FARMER SERVICE OFFERING | CULTIVATE FARMS
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Example process for a farm investor.

Lucinda and Louis are retired farmers who now live in town. They
are looking for ways to invest their money after selling their farm
and making some solid investments over the past 30 years. They
know a lot about farming in the district and want to get back into
farming without doing the work. They also are excited by the idea
of investing the money locally and also in attracting a high-quality,
hard working and skilled farming family back to their community.
They are completely fine with sharing ownership and allowing the
farmer to earn in over time and they know a lot of farmers are
working with Cultivate Farms so they decide to get in touch.

Lucinda and Louis pick a half dozen farmers they like the look of and
over 6 months cut the list down to one farming family that they trust
and get along with.
Together and with their advisors, both parties hunt for farms until
they find the right one 12 months later. Lucinda and Louis purchse
the farm outright and the new family work for 12 months as
employees. Both parties know that if certain triggers are met and
both parties are still getting along well, the ownership transition
arrangement kicks in and also the aspiring farmers buy in.

They enter their farm and farmer preferences and have a chat with
the Cultivate Farms team. A rnage of farmers are contacted and
asked to pitch to the Lucinda and Louis about why they are the
best farmers to work with.

FARM INVESTOR SERVICE OFFERING | CULTIVATE FARMS
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Why work with Cultivate Farms?

-

Save time: We have the farmers on our database and can easily find more
across the country. Our networks are deep and next gen farmers know we
are focused on farm ownership which is why they come to us.
Find the best: The ability to own a farm means we are attracting the highest
calibre, passionate and driven farmers. We have no competitors in Australia to
finding these farmers who can realise their farm ownership dreams.
Social licence: Because you are backing a top quality farming family into a
community you will be part of revitalising the local school, sporting teams and
retailers. You won’t be seen as a ‘corporate farmer’ but a valued member of
the local community.
Ongoing support from us: We can stay involved in your farm operation with
a focus on relationships and ensuring both parties are comfortable with their
arrangements. We know relationships are key to the success of any
partnership and this is our focus.

FARM INVESTOR SERVICE OFFERING | CULTIVATE FARMS
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Use your own advisors: We don’t get involved in your farming
business or advise on your investment. You need to work with your
trusted advisors to determine the best farm and farming methods.
Find the best farms: With your matched aspiring farmer you can
work with them to find, visit and test farm opportunities. Again saving
you time and helping you to get more done.
Referrals to the best advisors: We have access to the best
farming and business advisors in the country who get our model and
will provide creative and practical solutions so both parties benefit.
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How it works.
1.

2.

3.

Decide that you are eager to co-own a farm
with a top quality farmer, not just employ them
on your farm.

Review all our content online and case
studies about the service we provide (see
Facebook, YouTube and our Blog).

Talk to your advisors to make sure you are
ready to co-own a farm with the farmer.

4.

5.

6.

Fill out your details through our online enquiry
form (here)

Have a chat with the Cultivate Farms team
to work through your farmer plans.

Meet with the Impact Ag team to develop a
detailed farm, farmer and farm management plan.

7.
Upload your farm investment and farmer
requirements to begin the farmer matching
process.

10.
Meet with a few aspiring farmers and get to
know them.

FARM INVESTOR SERVICE OFFERING | CULTIVATE FARMS

8.
Receive pitches from aspiring farmers detailing
why they think they would be the best match for
you

9.
Review farm pitches and meet with the
farmers you think best align to your values

11.

Pick the best farmer and begin working on the
details of your farm investment and co-ownership
plans with trusted advisors (including Impact Ag).
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The team.

Sam Marwood

Contact.

Nigel Sharp

Managing Director | Co-Founder

Director | Investor Support

Sam is a community driven problem
solver from central Victoria who is
redefining the farming and agriculture
industry. With a background in
environmental science and social
entrepreneurship Sam spent his early
years as a policy advisor to the
Victorian Government before
connecting to his roots- farming and
all things the environment.

Nigel is investor support for Cultivate Farms.
Nigel is passionate about farming, our natural
environment and business. A particular
focus is investment models that address
environmental issues.

Having grown up on a dairy farm near
Dingee in Central Victoria, Sam knows
what the prospects are for next
generation farmers when their parents
won’t hand the farm on.

Email: sam@cultivatefarms.com
Phone: 0430 072 542
FARM INVESTOR SERVICE OFFERING | CULTIVATE FARMS

Nigel’s career has been dedicated to building
financially sustainable biodiversity-focused
businesses which deliver real on-ground
improvements to our wildlife and land.
Nigel is a qualified valuer and has over 30
years’ experience working in senior positions
across the property funds management and
property development industries, including
both rural and urban properties projects. His
experience extends through development
and project management, acquisition, sales,
funds and native vegetation management.
Nigel held an Associate Directorship at
Knight Frank prior to establishing Australia
Asia Investment Management (AAIM). As
CEO of AAIM Nigel was responsible for the
ASX listing of Flinders Industrial Property
Trust which grew to have a $300 million
property portfolio under the management of
AAIM prior to takeover by Stockland.

Tegan Hicks

Bert Glover

Chief Heart Oﬃcer | Co-Founder

Investment advisory | Impact Ag

Tegan is passionate about marketing
farm operations and connecting with
the human side of farming.
Tegan grew up on the Murray River, in
Howlong, a town on the New South
Wales/Victorian Border.

Following on from family and large
scale corporate managerial roles,
Bert has turned his 20+ years of
agribusiness experience towards
asset management to meet the
growing demand from family oﬃces,
corporate and private clients.

Tegan is also building the Hicks
Country Beef operation, which she
runs with Tim, which connects her
further with regional communities
across NE Victoria and improves her
marketing skills with a focus on
attracting investors to purchase our
prototype farms.
Tegan was a conveyancor at Hume
Bank so understand the legal
requirements of establishing a
business like Cultivate Farms.

Bert’s expertise has been
instrumental
in implementing practical and
eﬀective
management strategies, delivering
positive outcomes for clients through
continuous improvement. Bert has
been involved in multiple value chain
initiatives and supply chain
collaborations for beef and lamb
producers to improve on farm
profitability through vertical
integration.
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Impact Ag | Our investment advisory partners.

Who Impact Ag are (www.impactag.com.au)
Impact Ag is a bespoke full-service agribusiness management company. We have
over 80 years combined experience with 8 people managing $150m (AUD) in
assets across 67,000 acres in 3 states of Australia, this includes 85,000 head of
livestock and 5,000 acres of crops.
Researching and performing due diligence on farm assets and then managing
them is easy with an experienced team. Impact Ag has direct experience in
acquiring and managing farm assets on behalf of international and domestic HNW
Individuals and Family Offices. The depth of our team provides reliability, technical
expertise and domain knowledge.
We manage all aspects of agricultural investment and management including:
• Investment memorandum, research, due- diligence and negotiation
• Feasibility, business strategy and asset development
• Business planning, compliance, operational and administrative management
• Differentiated marketing solutions with industry leading research and
technology creation.
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How can we help investors working with Cultivate Farms?
Helping investors acquire and establish farm assets and businesses is just the
beginning of how Impact Ag works with investors.
We have direct domestic and international experience in the operation and
management of businesses within the Livestock and Cropping Sectors and
leverages our extended professional networks to ensure clients have access to the
most up to date technology and advice available.
We provide the investor with a continuing and complete agricultural asset
management solution.
Delivering value
Impact Ag seeks to develop trusted, long-term management relationships with its
clients that allow the development and execution of longstanding business and
investment goals.
As agricultural experts focused on long-term value creation, our team delivers
strong economical returns along with verified environmental and social benefit.
Our customised approach based on each client’s vision and individual longterm
goals results in multiple forms of measurable value creation.
!20

Service fees.

Initial: Our fees are an initial $500 plus GST. This will give the aspiring farmers confidence that
you are serious about working with them.
It is imperative for aspiring farmers to know you are serious about investing and co-owning a
farm with a values-aligned farmer and paying for loading your farm will build confidence and
help us to secure high quality farmers for you.
Matching: When you finding your farmer match we will invoice for $4000 plus GST.
If the aspiring farmer is not a good match and you let them go for any reason within the first 3
months, we will find a replacement for you at no extra cost.
Ongoing: Cultivate Farms can provide ongoing farm support. Chat to us about the details

FARM INVESTOR SERVICE OFFERING | CULTIVATE FARMS
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Website

Cultivate Farms

YouTube
Newsletter
Facebook
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Twitter
Instagram
Podcast
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